
ASSOCIATION OF CROSSRU, CARL .ulENDANT SCHEMES LTD.
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STUDY DAY - 16th MAY, 1964 ' i

DISCUSSION GROUPS - TRAINING

In order to give the Co-ordinators maximum opportunity to discuss the new training
project; the whole of the afternoon of the Study day was set aside for this subject.
Mrs. Tricia Holmes began the session with a report of what she had been doing since
she was in post in November 1983, the background of the training project and what
we hope to achieve from it.

'The following is a precis of her report and of the group discussions:-

INTRODUCTION TO TRAINING TOPIC Tricia Holmes

(j 1, Background of Training Project:
- growth in number of schemes and subsequently care attendants

•••••- expansion of care to mentally handicapped
- is training at the present level providing the right support, and equal

opportunity for all~care attendants?
- lack of training available nationally for "care attendants' V .»•• • •

•'' - aim of the Association to take a.lead in not only recognising the need, but
take the initiative in actually meeting the need • # #

- two year project to be considered at national level before any part, of it is
implemented

2. Training Project Programme to date:
i) Collecting relevant information on current training programmes from statutory/

voluntary sources
ii) Discussing project with Adult Education Specialist
iii) Regional Study Days - care attendants
iv) Next few months - analysis of questionnaire and information gathered from both

statutory/voluntary sources •
\^J - interim report for AGM

3. What we hope to achieve:

i) A training programme to meet the changing needs of the care attendants
- growth in number
- different client groups

ii) A training programme which uses the resources that wp already have to the
full and mutual benefit of all involved
- the knowledge and skills of the care attendants, Co-ordinators and Regional
Development Officers

iii) A training programme which ultimately benefits the family by:
- maintaining the high standard of care
- reducing staff turnover, attracting the right applicants
- recognising the commitment of the care attendants to Crossroads

4. In conclusion would stress that:

- the training programme as laid out on the pink sheet April 1984 is a
discussion document ,,., "

- hope.that the points for discussion enable you to express what you feel
whether for or against care attendant training .and where; you think the
priorities should be.
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Gruup 2 Richard Am

A wide ranging debate ensued during the afternoon session, with obviously a broad
cross section of viewpoints expressed and basically determined by three factors -
all of which seemed relevant to the topic, as follows:-

,.,1*. The past experience of the co-ordinator. Those who had undertaken a professional
,. ; .training themselves - appeared less threatened by the introduction of Care

. Attendant training programme.

2. The funding level of the individual scheme. Would there be enough money to
meet the training needs and continue the Crossroads service to families?

3. How much of the envisaged training programme was to be conducted at a. local
level?

The group addressed itself to the four topics as detailed in the information
accompanying study day programme.

Topic 1 - What is Training?

N The group searched for a definition acceptable to all members. There was agreement
i^J on the statement - "To bring to a desired standard of efficiency". This objective

to be met by:

a) Increasing skills
b) Adding to knowledge base
c) Perhaps modifying attitudes

Topic 2 - What needs are being met by current provision - end will they continue to
be in the future?

Care Attendants need to feel identified with the parent organisation. If given the
opportunity to attend Regional Study days this need was met but many; (because of
budgetry restraints or pressure of work on the scheme), were not allowed the
opportunity it was recognised that this may change now schemes pay their
own way.

The opportunity to meet other Care Attendants from neighbouring schemes was helpful
but should not be seen as the main purpose of the day..

L/ Unless Regional Study days are more frequent and more locally based and Management
Committees are more liberal in finding places, it had to be said thai future needs
would NOT be met by current provision. '•.•-•'.

Topic 3

a) Benefits to be made

There was a need to know the course content before this question, pould be
answered. Care Attendants came from very different previous work experiences
and it was felt that individual needs, should be recognised i.e. Care Attendants
who were SRN contrasted with the Care Attendant who would be petrified of an
academic course. .,

b) Training Philosophy - non agreement

There was general agreement that one should not OVERTRAIN Care Attendants. They
were relative substitutes and were to 'mirror' care given by the carer - not
be so trained a3 to be able to tc.ke over the role of the District Nurse etc.

A certificate at the end of training period seemed to be unacceptable to co
ordinators in the group. Why, I did not establish*
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c) Alternative suggestions

'General concensus of opinion that "more of what we already' get" would be
of greatest benefit. Perhaps the frequency of Regional Study days could
be increased, within a smaller geographical area.

Topic 4 - Co-ordinator's role

a) Primarily co-brdihator's saw their role as firstly identifying the training
needs of care attendants, and secondly co-ordinating the various local
activities in the training field.

b) Not too happy at being aoked to take a teaching role locally and less happy
at being asked to contribute on a Regional/Natidhal basis, unless they had
specific skills/knowledge to provide.

Conclusion:- The concensus-of opinion was that 'Training', was p desirable
commodity for both the schemes and the National organisation to
organise. The basic objections seemed to be who funds it and
can we continue to meet the service needs locally whilst some

7. •;•'.. Jcare -attendants are on a course of training?

' '• Group' 3 Pauline Chesterton

1.. What do you understand by the word 'Training'?

Preparing for a specific job; teaching of a specific'skill;
help with developing emotional and practical demands made by work;
knowledge attained to give confidence and status; updating of.
knowledge .-.'• '..."::.'..

2, What heeds are being met by the current provision of regional study
.days for care, attendants?,

a) Mainly social and 6 sharing of experiences; outline knowledge
of disabilities and facilities. '"

.,,b),Yps- but need to concentrate on more days so that smaller numbers
•• "•••• -'attend. •"• - ''• " ',: • •' ••• -.. . ••' :'..-.:

3. In considering the suggested outline training programme attached?

(n) Programme would not.enhance work at a local levci

(b) Agree with philosophy but much of the training could be undertaken
at a iocal level. ! '' ' .' '! '
Cost - taking away of cere hours; time away from care; becoming too

...professional by overtraining care attendants; taking away the carers
role in helping to"train care attendants -'-their way .might .not. iny
longer be acceptable to care attendants; implications'on corjoidinntors
time.arranging for.relief help for families.



(c) Training, but a realistic training which does not put undue strains
on already stretched schemes; to be put on by local schemes by their
own co-ordinators knowing the needs of her staff and to fit in with
schemes timetable.

( More guidelines given to co-ordinators to help them with arranging
training.

4. Given that co-ordinators' would be seen to be an indispensable source for
any future training programme:

:(a) Identification of needs and putting on training within own scheme

(b) Locally not regionally

Group 4 Margaret Copeland ,

1. What do you understand by the word "training"?

Training was a learning process when practical, social and indefinable
skills were taught.

Training was a starting point, a basis for future learning and a preparation
for specific tasks.

Training-has to be on-going and flexible and basic training is a necessity
for Care Attendants.

2. (a) What needs are being met by the current provision of Regional Study Days
for Care Attendants?

, Group members were ambivalent about this. Care Attendants from the more
w recently established schemes were very enthusiastic. The social contact

with other Care Attendants was very valuable and it was helpful to draw
on the experience of others. Regional Study Days catered mostly for
social needs. It was suggested that these days could be thematic
enabling more in-depth study of one topic.

(b) Will they continue to meet Care Attendants' needs sufficiently in the
future?

Staff from the longer established schemes preferred talks at staff
meetings - "these were always topical". Those Care Attendants who
were in post for some years were doubtful about the continued benefits
of Regional Study Days. They could share their experiences with others,
but felt that they themselves did not gain a great deal. Some Care
Attendants just did not wish to attend these Study Days.

3. Considering the outline training programme generally the following points
were raisedt-

"Don't forget Care Attendants are lay people taking over from lay people".
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"Don't forget Crossroads philosophy of Care Attendants learning from
the families".

Crossroads Care Attendants "ore very special" - they are not statutory
authority personnel. A more formalised training schedule could spoil
this.

"Training does give extra insight".

An induction course for Care Attendants was considered to be essential and
it was necessary to have it locally based. Co-ordinators discussed the
problems of inplementing an induction course for an individual Care
Attendant.

A follow-up course expanding the induction course, and tailored to the
needs of individual Care Attendants, would be helpful - this would be
best on a local basis.

The availability of finance for the suggested training programme was a
worry - "Finance versus care". (

The differencee between academic rand rionJ-ocademic Care Attendants arid
their differing approaches to training were discussed.

Training as suggested in the discussion document could be a means of
training our staff for other jobs.

It was agreed that some training for Care Attendants was necessary but
there were worries about the 3 year suggested'schedule*

Group members did riot think that a certificate awarded on completion of
the training programme would bo appropriate.

4. Co-ordinators in the group felt that their role was to find out the strengths
and weaknesses of Care Attendants and act accordingly by arranging relevant
talks at staff meetings. Development Officers could find out the strengths
of Co-ordinotors in their areas and utilise these skills in the training of
other Co-ordinators.

Group 5 Jane Horn

1. Training - the word - does it mean professional? Fears expressed.
Passing on knowledge.
Means of improving quality of service.
Sharing of experience.
Lirik'With teaching; How to do your job.
Learning from Cnrer still the most important.
Concept - danger of preconceived ideas.
"Professional" again - people apply to Crossroads because we're not
professionals like stotutory services - but we have a professional attitude.
Some Care Attendants may be threatened by "training".
Knowledge essential to underpin work.
Need to look at it from client and carer's point of view.
Core Attendant builds up a close relationship with the family.
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Needs met from current Study Days -at the very minl«» »n exchange •
of ideas. Also at the very minimum -a"perk", a social day out with
other Care Attendants from different Schemes. ^k„«artMMiSore "local" Regional Study Days (breaking down into small geographical
areas) for the future, run on similar lines.
Caring attitudes of prime importance.

%ZZ% STliSSl^'ti- to be paid to replace Care Attendant,
Bj^iSSSTM ="3 »SSW Clonal
Study Days (as above).

3. Certificate not relevant. . f u lt"Not worth paper it is written on" - 11 Co-ordinotors felt this, one felt it
would be of value to some Care Attendants who had missed out on earlier
training in their lives. '....'._ ** iUi„ ♦.„ „n-QnriWould like more than 4 Care Attendants to be eligible to attend.
Conscious of cost -cheapest may not be the best -compromise -again local
Regional Study Days do not involve too much travelling -expenses and time
Suggested new programme expensive on time and money -30 hours to go through
programme, therefore an extra Care Attendant might have to be employed.
Could we have a costing per Care Attendant please? m.kM<ttefl4. io
Training useful -aneed to look at the whole situation a Care Attendant is
placed in.

Alternative suggestions:

Small and local - mixing Schemes regionally.
New Training film by National for Care Attendants. ) Resource
Crossroads information packs - e.g. sheets on ) for

.-. qiihiects ) Co-ordinPtor
^tiered training'mentioned -newer Care Attendants and then more experienced
to prevent a "rehash''1.
Value, though, in meeting more experienced Care Attendants for the newer
ones.

, i 4, Co-ordinators Role

'Responsibility for-Care given lies ultimately with the Co-ordinator.
.I. Coordinator needs training also.

Fear that Care Attendants may "know" more than Co-ordinators.
All Co-ordinators felt more guidance and help with the broad role -
administrative, management, etc. and help in training Care Attendants and
to do the job generally.

-Co-ordinators Regional-meetings very useful.
Groups more valuable generally than a Speaker.

General:

Continuing support and guidance needed from Notional Organisation and
Co-ordinators to feedback as well. '.".,' ....
Important to feel part of National Organisation for everyone, including

Acknowledgement of tremendous amount of hard work done by Tricia to,'
produce this package to trigger off this discussion. • ^ |

rii i i. i. i !,'—••'

» .1 i :<' ' •
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Group 6 Angela Owen

1. What do you understand by the word "training"?

The following comments wore made:-

(a) Helps to prepare the Care Attendant to carry out her duties in a
confident manner.

(b) Helps with awareness.

(c) Builds confidence.

General opinion is that everyone benefits, both Care Attendants and families,
as this helps Crossroads to give o bettor quality of service.

2.-'What heeds are being met.by_the current provision of rogional study days for
care attendants?

Benefits:-

(a) Valuable links with other"schemds.••'• •'

(b) Enjoyed the variety of topics at Regional Study Days.

(c) The opportunity, to. share ideas.

Will they continue to meet their needs sufficiently in the future?

The group felt it was important to continue Regional Study Days in addition
to the proposed training scheme, but felt at present thot the Regional Study
Days were not fully meeting the needs of the schemes as only half of'the
staff could atterid at any one time.

3. How do you think the programme would benefit and enhance not only the overall
service provided by Crossroads Schemes, but more specifically the skills of
the care attendants? '

If you do not agree with any of the training philosophy; set out in this paper,
what is your real objection to it?

More information would be needed regarding the content of the basic course
before the group could comment. Generally the group expressed concern
regarding the training project as they felt that

(a) Management Committers might raise objections to such an extensive course
regarding cost - and

(b) The time factor.

Alternative suggestions were that guide lines only for training would bo
preferred for induction and on-going training. They did, however, think
that a certificate would be welcome as this would bo an acknowledgement ;
that the care attendant had completed a course of training.

4. Given that Co-ordinatbrs would be seen to be an indispensable'source for
ony future training programmes;

How do you see your role?

Where would you like tn fit into any future training programmes?

Co-ordiriators would still like to be involved but only in a-supportive role
as they are worried about the time involved if they were to help organise
such courses. ••' ••• • i;i;



Group 7 Carol Youngs

1• What do you understand by the word "training"?

We considered Training to be the passing on of sufficient information ••--
to allow the care attendant to enter most situations with confidence.

The general concensus of opinion was that the most important aspect of ,
training was still that provided by the Carer and many co-ordinators
were wary that too much "Training" would damage the relationship.between
Carer and Care Attendant.

2. (a) What needs are being met by the current provision of Regional<Study Days
for Care Attendants?

One major need that was being provided by Regional Study Days was that
the Care Attendants had a chance to feel part of a National organisation,
and were able to discuss problems between themselves and generally help
each other. •

(b) Will they continue to meet Care Attendants' needs sufficiently in the
\^J future?

Many felt that the travelling and other costs of even Regional Study .
Days would be too expensive to continue sending their Care Attendants
to them. If finances would allow, We felt that the present system/of ,
Study Days would meet their needs in the future. ,

3. Considering the outline training programme generally the following points
were raised:- .

Although it was felt that the philosophy would be beneficial, that financially
it was impractical^ .One co-ordinator thought that National Crossroads was
becoming "too big for it's boots" in considering this project and .another
felt that this programme might make a Care Attendant moro skilful, but not
necessarily a better Care Attendant. . : : ;

u

Suggestions. Not as.a'Vioble alternative to the project but.an information
pack of useful addresses and names fotf the various disabilityjgroups and
societies at the beginning of the scheme. '• J- • •>, •••,

4. Co-ordiriators role ' ; /( ;) ,

They alL,felt that their role was one of implementing individual care
attendant training locally, but sill were very willing to be included in
the training of new co-ordina,tors, by inviting them to> their schemes., ,-.
Those more senior long running co-ordinntors: felt that although this ivjd
not been possible for them, due to the distances between schemes, that
it was a most important aspect of training present co-ordinatorn, and
they were all willing to participate in this programme.

i^Mfa>

(Ini case you think the report from Group 1 is missing, we had to re
adjust the groups at' the last moment owing to Mrs. Adams,.Development
Officer for Wales, being unable to attend the Study day).

i •


